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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

    

The Study.The Study.The Study.The Study.        The intent of the study was to carry out an assessment of the activities and results of the 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Gateway to Asia (GTA) program for the period April 1, 2004 to March 31, 2006 (representing 
Phases I and II).  It was conducted for Western Economic Diversification (WD) and S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 

The GaThe GaThe GaThe Gateway to Asia Programteway to Asia Programteway to Asia Programteway to Asia Program.  GTA was implemented, and has been run by, the not-for-profit 

S.U.C.C.E.S.S. (the United Chinese Community Enrichment Services Society), a Vancouver-based immigrant 
services organization.  GTA offers benefits both to new Canadians interested in exporting Canadian goods to 
their former homeland by helping them connect with Canadian manufacturers and suppliers, and assisting with 
free consulting, legal, accounting, etc. services through the GTA Export Club.  It also serves existing Canadian 
businesses (especially SMEs) by putting them in contact with recent immigrants who have the market 
knowledge, language skills and appropriate business contacts, and who can act as a resource to Western 
Canadian suppliers.  GTA was provided with a non-refundable contribution by WD of $418,335 for the first 
26 months (Phase I), with an extension until April 2006 (Phase II) of $440,785, while S.U.C.C.E.S.S has 
contributed $1,910,335 over the first five years.   

MethodologiesMethodologiesMethodologiesMethodologies.   The major methodologies were: (1) Review of WD and GTA documents, reports, and 
surveys; (2) Interviews with GTA officials and two volunteers; (3) Interviews with four partner organizations; 
(4) Investigation of 10 case studies that were believed to represent some of the largest export deals facilitated 
by GTA.  

Findings on AddressingFindings on AddressingFindings on AddressingFindings on Addressing NeedsNeedsNeedsNeeds.  GTA clearly serves a need both in the new Chinese immigrant 
community and in the western Canadian SME economic development sphere.  For immigrants, the program 
provides a solid base of information, knowledge, and support in helping immigrants adapt to the Canadian 
business environment and culture.  This includes many activities related to networking and making 
connections with potential suppliers and customers.  It also includes provision of advice related to practical 
matters such as regulatory requirements, taxation, shipping, etc.  For SMEs, it provides an entryway into 
Chinese markets, both through the immigrants themselves and through other connections made directly with 
Chinese firms and local governments.   

Among its other strengths are its focus on SMEs, highly-accessible provision of “all things for all people” 
services at very low cost, ability to serve all sectors, provision of services to rural areas, excellent and 
trustworthy staff, and ability to interpret the business culture of Canada for Chinese immigrants, and that of 
China for Canadian firms.  The few program-specific weaknesses were mainly related to insufficient resources, 
although the database was also seen to need improvement. Other more policy-related challenges included 
challenges to Canadian SMEs facing globalization and the issue of whether “big business” should be focused 
on more.  (Although the very broad range of services diffuses its focus, narrowing this focus would inevitably 
reduce its reach.) 

Findings on Internal Management and ReportingFindings on Internal Management and ReportingFindings on Internal Management and ReportingFindings on Internal Management and Reporting.  Internal management was not studied in detail, 
although no obvious problems were reported by any respondent.  (Virtually all respondents, by contrast, made 
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a point of complimenting GTA staff on their competence, diligence, and dedication.)  The main challenge 
identified was that GTA has no effective system for identifying and tracking the number of clients using 
various services, the export deals and investments it has helped facilitate, or the financial impacts thereof. 

The partners found that GTA was surprisingly capable in serving BC areas outside the Lower Mainland.  As of 
September, 2006, GTA has expanded their service beyond the Lower Mainland and had visited Victoria, 
Nanaimo, Okanagan, Northern BC, Edmonton, and Winnipeg to involved suppliers in those communities. In 
November 2004, a GTA representative office was established in Edmonton. GTA has plans to expand the 
services to cover the four Western provinces and plans to set up representative offices in Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba to invite companies in the western provinces to participate in GTA activities.  Nonetheless, concerns 
were expressed by partner organizations about the sufficiency of resources to handle this expansion.   

Findings on Program RelevanceFindings on Program RelevanceFindings on Program RelevanceFindings on Program Relevance.  S.U.C.C.E.S.S. was viewed as one of the few groups with the financial 
clout to be able to cost effectively deliver programs across a broad region, with GTA being able to lever off 
that established social infrastructure to deliver their programs.   

It was noted that there is synergy with at least one other government program, the Provincial Nominee 
Program (PNP), which was an important element of some deals.  However, most of the GTA members had 
never accessed any other programs – GTA gave them most of what they needed, and served them best.  The 
partners were unanimous in saying that there was no overlap of GTA with any of their programs.  Rather, 
there was great synergy and complementarity.  However, it was noted that GTA is perceived to compete with 
other immigrant support programs, as well as the many other bilateral trade associations (said to number about 
160 in BC), for limited resources of volunteers and funds (although, in fact, GTA’s services are unique).   

No alternative program designs were suggested by any respondent that alternative organizations that provided 
the activities, usefulness, or scope of GTA.   

Findings on the Business Case AnalysisFindings on the Business Case AnalysisFindings on the Business Case AnalysisFindings on the Business Case Analysis.  Ten individual cases, plus one aggregate set of data from one 
of the partners, were investigated.  It was found that a variety of business deals have been made by GTA 
members, including: acting as “middlemen1” in putting BC manufacturers together with Chinese customers; 
setting up their own import/export and/or manufacturing business which sold products and services to Chinese 
customers; helping BC firms find Chinese investors for their businesses; helping BC firms (including their 
own) find sources of lower-cost Chinese products and services for their manufacturing business; and shipping 
raw materials to China to be made into supplies for assembly or finishing by their manufacturing firm in BC.  
A number of deals combined several of these elements. 

Exhibit 1 shows the firm-level gross and net benefits studied in the business case analysis.  Note that these 
figure are only for the case study firms, not for all firms assisted through GTA. 

The aggregate data from Export North affect our total net benefits figures by 3 – 9%, depending on year, and 
thus could be excluded without significantly affecting the results if it is felt they are not sufficiently reliable. 
There were two “biggest big winner” cases that together accounted for nearly 70% of the estimated future 

                                                      

1 Some, of course, are women! 
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benefits.  The last row of Exhibit 1 models the risk if these two projects failed entirely (which we consider 
quite unlikely, as both have been reasonably successful to date).  

 

 

Exhibit 1 – Aggregate Benefits to Case Study Firms ($ Millions)* 

 Gross Benefits Net Benefits 

 Through 
2006 

2007 – 
2009 

Total 
through 

2009 

Through 
2006 

2007 – 
2009 

Total 
through 

2009 

All cases 54 95 149 2.4 12.1 14.5 

Excluding aggregate data from 
Export North [see text] 

53 92 145 2.3 11.8 14.1 

Risk analysis – Excluding 
aggregate data from Export North, 
& two “biggest big winners” [see 
text] 

44 48 92 2.3 3.7 6.0 

* No adjustments were made for inflation and/or discounting 

 

Total GTA program costs for Phases I and II are shown below: 

 

WD $      847,461  

SUCCESS 
(direct to GTA)  $   1,410,000  

TOTAL  $  1,157,461 

 

Thus net benefits from the Canadian perspective (i.e., net benefits to firms, minus costs of delivering the 
program) are shown in Exhibit 2.   

 

Exhibit 2 – Net Benefits to Canada from Case Study Projects ($ Millions) 

 Through 2006 Total through 2009 
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Exhibit 2 – Net Benefits to Canada from Case Study Projects ($ Millions) 

 Through 2006 Total through 2009 

All cases 0.20 12.2 

Excluding aggregate data from Export North 0.06 11.8 

Risk analysis – Excluding aggregate data from 
Export North, &  two “biggest big winners” 

0.06 3.7 

 

The net benefits to Canada from the case study deals made to date essentially “break even” when compared to 
the total direct costs to WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S in Phases I and II.  This reflects the fact that many of these 
deals are expected to ramp up in size in future, and to enjoy higher profit margins as well.  If the benefits to 
the case study firms are estimated through 2009, then the program overall “makes money” – with aggregate 
benefits of at least $3.7 million (under the highest risk assumptions), and up to about $12 million, higher than 
the total costs to government, S.U.C.C.E.S.S., and the private sector combined, depending on the risk analysis 
assumptions.  There will also be Canadian job creation associated with these deals, although this was not 
estimated.  

Note that this analysis is conservative for three main reasons: 

• The estimated future benefits from some of the most optimistic case study firms were downgraded in 
our analysis (to only 25% of the estimate supplied by the respondent in the largest case). 

• There will likely be benefits past 2009 for several of these “big winner” projects, and these benefits 
have not been modeled.   

• There are certainly additional benefits from other deals not investigated in this case study analysis.   

 

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions 

GTA clearly serves important needs both in the new Chinese immigrant community and in the western 
Canadian SME economic development sphere.  Its activities have resulted in commercial benefits of several 
types.  Most of these involve opportunities in China, but some are in other countries as well.  There are also 
strong societal benefits. All of GTA members, volunteers, and partner organizations rate GTA highly in these 
regards, and the competence and dedication of the program’s staff were frequently mentioned. The program’s 
focus on SMEs, and its provision of services at very low cost (essentially as a public good) form a unique 
niche.  The end result of these services and commercial activities has been creation of net Canadian economic 
benefits that are at least equal to the direct costs to WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S. in running the program over 
Phases I and II.  In other words, the program “makes money” for Canada overall, and provides value for 
money for WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S.   

ChallengesChallengesChallengesChallenges 
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The program’s resources are limited, partially because it attempts to be all things to all people, and because the 
community it serves needs considerable personal attention.  Program staff are believed to be overloaded. 
GTA’s database is not as accessible and useful to either GTA members or S.U.C.C.E.S.S. as it could be.  
Related to this, there is a need for more “business intelligence” function being available to GTA members to 
help assess the suitability of partners, the opportunities afforded by various markets, etc.  The program also 
needs a better way to identify and track its financial impacts.  

There were two incidental challenges noted.  First, SMEs are facing substantial pressures related to 
globalization.  These will affect GTA’s achievements, but are obviously far greater than GTA can address 
alone.  It was suggested that a broader and more integrated government approach is needed to addressing the 
opportunities and threats represented by the emerging Chinese market.  Within this, the GTA model may serve 
as a valuable element.  Second, some concern is expressed in various WD documents that GTA has not been 
very successful in weaning itself from WD funding.  Without considering this in detail, we note that a 
mechanism through which GTA could recover costs is far from obvious.  A review of this assumption would 
be useful.  

RecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendations 

Improve the database, and make it more accessible to S.U.C.C.E.S.S.  The database of GTA members, 
Canadian firms, and Chinese opportunities is a highly-valuable resource that is reportedly not currently nearly 
as useful as it could be.   

Improve tracking of financial impacts.  It was very difficult to identify and track financial benefits arising 
from GTA activities and the deals it has facilitated.  Part of the problem appeared to be that there is no 
management system that attempts to track these impacts.  Having such a system would improve GTA’s ability 
to gain the trust of businesspeople (who could be assured that they would receive some benefits from 
participation); assist GTA in knowing what worked and what didn’t;  help government and S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 
know whether their investments were worthwhile; and it would reduce pressures for GTA to obtain cost 
recovery and/or leveraging of non-government funding..   

Conduct a review of resources required.  A detailed review of resource requirements would allow GTA and 
WD to set realistic goals for the program.  This review could incorporate the financial requirements of any 
additional proposed activities, such as further expansion into other provinces, tracking of impacts, database 
maintenance, provision of more business intelligence functions, etc.  It would also provide a realistic 
assessment of the possibility of GTA becoming self-sustaining.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE STUDY 

This is a review of the Gateway to Asia (GTA) program.  The study was conducted for Western Economic 
Diversification (WD) and S.U.C.C.E.S.S.  The intent of the study was to carry out an assessment of the 
activities and results of the S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Gateway to Asia program for the period April 1, 2004 to March 31, 
2006 (representing Phases I and II).  The program has been conditionally funded for the first of three years of 
Phase III (through March 31, 2009), and this assessment is one tool being used by Western Economic 
Diversification Canada (WD)to help decide whether to provide GTA with the remainder of Phase III support.  

 

1.2 THE GATEWAY TO ASIA PROGRAM 

1.2.1 OVERVIEW 

The mandate of WD is to  

promote the development and diversification of the economy of Western Canada and advance 

the interests of the West in national economic policy2.   

Because of the importance of small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in western Canada, many of WD’s 
programs target these businesses. 

The Gateway to Asia (GTA) program links recent immigrants from Asia with western Canadian manufacturers 
to help the Canadian firms develop export opportunities in Asia.  In keeping with WD’s mandate, GTA helps 
improve the global competitiveness of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs).  The B.C. Ministry of 
Economic Development also supports this program.  GTA’s explicit objective include3: 

1. To expand the number of businesses exporting to Asia through the Gateway to Asia Project, that 
brings together Asian-Canadian exporters, trade organizations and Canadian suppliers. 

2. To expand the number and dollar value of overall export shipments to Asia. 

3. To develop new markets in Asia for Canadian goods and services. 

4. To encourage the development and creation of new BC-made products adapted to the needs of the 
Asian market. 

5. To increase the amount of investment in, and the development of, strategic partnerships to increase 
overall Canadian exports. 

                                                      

2 http://www.wd.gc.ca/wwd_e.asp.  

3 Gateway to Asia Proposal, 2004-2007, S.U.C.C.E.S.S Business Development and Training.  (The 2006-2009 proposal does 
not contain such a listing.) 
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GTA was implemented, and has been run from February 2002 through March 2006 (Phases I and II), by the 
not-for-profit S.U.C.C.E.S.S. (the United Chinese Community Enrichment Services Society), a Vancouver-
based immigrant services organization.  GTA is operated by the S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Business & Economic 
Development Centre (the BEDU).  This complements the role of the Canada-B.C. Business Service Centre 
(CBSC), by referring small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to the regular services of the CBSC, while 
the S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Business & Economic Development Centre in Vancouver focuses on customized, value-
added '”one-on-one'” service to new Canadian entrepreneurs.  (Three other immigrant business programs are 
also operated by the BEDU.) The program is consistent with WD’s focus on searching out Canadian export 
opportunities to Asia, for which WD has approved roughly $12.6 million for 278 trade and investment related 
projects in western Canada between April 2004 and March 2006. 

GTA offers benefits both to new Canadians interested in exporting Canadian goods to their former homeland 
(by helping them connect with Canadian manufacturers and suppliers, and assisting with free consulting, legal, 
accounting, etc. services through the GTA Export Club), and to existing Canadian businesses (by putting them 
in contact with recent immigrants who have the market knowledge, language skills and appropriate business 
contacts, and who can act as a resource to Western Canadian suppliers). Membership costs only $50 annually.  
Most of the new immigrants in the GTA Members Club already own Canadian export businesses and are 
searching for products and services to export.  A GTA survey a couple of years ago found that 30 – 40% of 
members also retained a business in China, and others maintained looser relationships with companies in 
China. 

To this end, GTA offers a number of “matching” and advisory services, including the GTA Export Club 
already referred to, as well as “East Meets West” networking sessions, new members receptions, participation 
in tradeshows (e.g., the Canadian Exporters Showcase, Regional Economic Development Showcase), at least 
20 seminars (e.g., Invest in BC - Agriculture & Agri-Food – May 29, 2006; Export Oil and Minerals - April 28, 
2006; Selling to Government - December 10, 2005; etc.), and trade missions (e.g., to Vancouver Island).  
 

1.2.2 RESOURCES 

The GTA program is relatively modest, having been provided with a non-refundable contribution by WD of 
$418,335 for the first 26 months (Phase I), with an extension until April 2006 (Phase II) of $440,785, while 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S has contributed $1,910,335 over the first five years.  An additional WD non-repayable 
contribution of $938,516 has been committed for Phase III (April 1, 2006 through March 31, 2009), with 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S contributing $342,779 and the BC Ministry of Economic Development contributing $25,000.  
However, funding for the second and third years of Phase III was made conditional on achieving success in the 
first year.  
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2 STUDY ISSUES AND METHODOLOGIES 
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2 STUDY ISSUES AND METHODOLOGIES 

2.1 STUDY ISSUES 

The main issues addressed in this review were:  

Addressing Needs 

1. Demand for Services  

2. Strengths and weaknesses of program. 

3. Effectiveness in achieving outputs such as information referrals, cross cultural training, business 
matching events, inward and outward missions, outreach, etc. 

4. Effectiveness in achieving outcomes such as increase in new exporters, new joint ventures, and 
increase in knowledge and awareness of Asia Pacific Market and effectiveness in achieving impacts, 
such as increase in exports, increase in sales, etc., given the resources and lifetime of the program to 
date.   

5. Client satisfaction with program 

Internal Management and Reporting Processes 

6. Is the program “on the right track”?  [See below.] 

7. Ability to measure and report on results 

8. Effectiveness of Management and Operations Systems, including control and accountability within a 
third party delivery system 

9. Ability to serve areas outside the Lower Mainland 

Project Relevance 

10. Cost effectiveness of this program4 

11. Overlap and duplication and synergy with other service providers, including other programs within 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. and partner organizations    

12. Alternative options for delivery of service 

Business Case 

13. Has GTA succeeded in generating net financial benefits that are at least equal to its costs? 

 

The overall question of whether the program is “on the right track” was seen to be paramount, since this will 
essentially determine GTA’s ability to secure the next round of government funding.  This question 
incorporates elements of the first three main issues (i.e., serving the community, program management and 
reporting, and continued relevance).  In consultation with WD and GTA, it was determined that this study 

                                                      

4 Throughout this report, we have used the term “program” to refer to GTA, restricting the term “project” to mean individual 
activities conducted by GTA, and/or (especially) individual business deals investigated in the case studies. 
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should focus on the “business case” that could be made by GTA.  This is reflected in question #14 above5.  
(Thus issue 6 noted above will not be reported on separately.) 

2.2 STUDY METHODOLOGIES 

2.2.1 DOCUMENT REVIEW 

The documents provided by WD were: 

• The 2004 and 2006 contribution agreements between WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 

• WD’s Due Diligence Report (DDR) of March, 2004  

• The DDR of June, 2006, which includes a 15 –point “timeline” of expected activities and outcomes 
(e.g., creation of a 3-year workplan, implementation of a performance measurement tracking system, 
newsletter publication, etc.)   

• The WD Initial Project Assessment of March, 2006.  

• The GTA reporting “template” developed by WD (which matches achievements against goals set in 
the contribution agreement).   

• A PowerPoint presentation (September 2006) of S.U.C.C.E.S.S and GTA activities and successes. 

We also reviewed documents provided by S.U.C.C.E.S.S, including: 

• The GTA Proposal, 2006-2009; 

• The GTA Proposal, 2004-2007; 

• A September, 2006 Briefing Note; 

• S.U.C.C.E.S.S GTA Project #2744 April 2004 to March 2006 Narrative Report, prepared by 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S; 

• Evaluation of the GTA program, September, 2003.  And Evaluation of the GTA program, March 2006.  
Both authored by the Small Business Consulting Group, Simon Fraser University.  NOTE: These 
studies attempted to contact as many GTA member immigrants as possible.  To the extent that the 
findings of these studies are valid (which is difficult to judge given their low survey response rates) it 
appeared that immigrants both use GTA services and find them valuable. 

• Copies of 9 GTA member surveys from 2005 showing satisfaction with the program, gross export 
sales due to the program, etc.6  NOTE: These discuss export deals and identified GTA members; thus 
they were useful in identifying “big winner” case studies as discussed in section 2.2.4.  

• Exit surveys and summary statistics related to: 

                                                      

5 Question #14 supplements the questions found in the original Request for Proposal. 

6 These are headed “Gateway to Asia Survey”, but we are uncertain of their exact source; i.e., are they exit surveys after one of 
the GTA functions? 
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o the January 2003 trade mission to China; 

o the September 2003 trade mission to China; 

o the November 2003 trade mission to Northern BC; 

o the October 2006 trade mission to Winnipeg; and 

o the “East Meets West” January 2006 seminar (this is also reported on in the “Narrative Report” 
referenced above). 

NOTE: These documents were reviewed for general information related to the issues overall.  The 
individual surveys are anonymous and do not include detailed information on deals made or in 
negotiation, and thus were not useful in identifying “big winner” case studies discussed in section 
2.4.2. 

2.2.2 INTERVIEWS WITHIN GTA   

We interviewed the Director of S.U.C.C.E.S.S., the GTA Project Director, and the GTA Project Coordinator.  
In addition, we interviewed two individuals who have been active in helping GTA in its seminars and 
workshops. 

2.2.3 INTERVIEWS WITH GTA PARTNERS   

We completed interviews with senior representatives of four partner organizations: 

• Canada China Business Council 

• Export North (formerly Export Prince George) 

• Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters Association (CME) 

• Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC; Winnipeg) 

The interview guide is found in Appendix A.  In addition, we conducted an interview with a senior 
representative of Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada (DFAIT).   

2.2.4 CASE STUDIES FOR BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS 

We conducted 10 individual case studies plus one aggregate case study of “big winner” export deals made or 
facilitated by GTA members.  “Big winners” were defined as: 

• the largest export deals known to GTA and its partner organizations; where 

• those deals had clear linkages (i.e., were largely incremental and attributable) to GTA activities. 

During the case studies, we also obtained information on the more qualitative questions related to perceptions 
of the value of GTA, alternatives, barriers to success, etc.  Interviews were conducted as appropriate with the 
GTA member, suppliers, and/or manufacturers. The interview guide is found in Appendix A.   

We initially identified these big winners through: consultation with officials of SUCCESS and GTA; 
meeting a few of the GTA members at the S.U.C.C.E.S.S. offices; and reviewing some GTA member surveys 
that discussed the dollar value of deals that have been made to date (most of the exit surveys do not discuss 
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this, but there is a small sub-set that do).  We added to the initial list during our interviews, as some 
respondents knew of additional deals to investigate. In addition, we obtained consolidated information on 20 
other firms obtained through one of the partners. One firm also independently made contact with us through a 
circuitous route through AAFC.  

Not all GTA members speak English well, but BEDU provided an interpreter in these cases. (We are confident 
that their help did not affect the nature of the responses from GTA members.  We have consistent information 
from partners, and also in some cases from suppliers.) 

 More details on the data collection and analysis are found in section 6. 

2.2.5 REVIEW OF ALTERNATE PROGRAM DESIGNS 

No similar alternate models were brought to our attention, so no investigation was done on this point.  We 
asked respondents about alternatives, but none have been suggested (although some “tinkering” type of 
improvements have been suggested for GTA; see the findings sections).   

2.3 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

We wish to thank Albert Yu, GTA Director, and Eliza Chang, GTA Coordinator, who were of tremendous 
assistance in contacting and setting up interviews with the GTA members, as well as translating the interview 
guide. Their assistance with the language barrier and the trust they enjoyed with their clients made this task 
vastly easier, especially for contacting GTA members who travel extensively.  
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3 FINDINGS RELATED TO ADDRESSING 
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3 FINDINGS RELATED TO ADDRESSING NEEDS 

Note that here and in subsequent sections some representative quotes from respondents are provided.  Some of 
these have been edited for English grammar, but no changes to their meaning were made.  

3.1 DEMAND FOR SERVICES  

3.1.1 VIEWS OF GTA MEMBERS 

GTA fills a significant need for new immigrants.  The GTA members used the program heavily for 
introducing and connecting them with potential partners, suppliers, and manufacturers. GTA was also found 
very useful for providing advice on a wide array of matters, including setting up Canadian businesses, legal 
and regulatory matters, environmental concerns, laws and regulations overseas, sector and product information, 
and sources of international market information.  GTA also helped arrange meetings with government officials.  
Many GTA members (and partners) mentioned the importance of GTA in helping explain the very different 
Canadian business culture.  

[GTA advises] new immigrants about the economic climate in Canada, how business is 

structured, how they can break into this world, what type of approach to take. 

The GTA staff were found to be knowledgeable, helpful, and dedicated.  In many cases GTA followed up with 
the GTA members to ensure things were on track and to ensure that the right partner was being found; i.e., 
they screened the connections for suitability rather than simply providing contact information.  Some 
respondents commented that they enjoyed a much greater level of confidence in their ability to start Canadian 
businesses as a result.  

They always bring the right partner or connection to us. 

Lots of investors come in and listen to people that aren’t experts, make bad investments.  But 

with GTA they’re able to line them up with honest, reputable people in Canada to do the 

business.   

GTA’s only interest is to help business go well.  No other return, only focused on us.  They 

protect our interest – unique!” 

I was new here – didn’t know about the market and society and where to get information. 

I knew nothing about how to do business in Canada.  GTA provided one stop shopping – 

registration, information, contacts, and customs. 

The study also found that GTA enjoyed the volunteer efforts of some members of the BC entrepreneurial 
community, who helped share their knowledge of BC and Chinese market opportunities to GTA members. 

I explain to the potential buyers how to deal directly with importers in China.  [If margins are 

low] I may advise them to export to other areas, or export other products, which provide more 

margin. Try to open up their mind, where to source raw material, help to set up plants, etc.  

Anything that makes a better deal.  
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3.1.2 VIEWS OF PARTNERS 

The partner organizations contacted agreed that GTA filled a significant need among their members and for 
SMEs in general.  Critical needs were seen to be: 

Networking was seen to be a huge advantage for all participants.  GTA introduces people and puts people 
together who wouldn’t meet otherwise (e.g. buyers and sellers),  

Sharing business development information on how to start up a relationship between Canadian and Chinese 
organizations was seen as being of great assistance to “both sides”: immigrants learn how to deal with 
Canadian businesses and “red tape”; while Canadian businesses learn how to deal with Chinese entrepreneurs, 
businesses, and government. 

GTA provides very practical and helpful tools on how to plug in to mainland China 

that are inaccessible otherwise. 

A lot of valuable input to companies here who want to connect with China.   

The partner organizations noted that many new immigrants are in “start-up” mode, and may have little or no 
experience in setting up complex international export deals.  

Programs and events (e.g., the sector-specific workshops) allow GTA members and potential suppliers and 
customers to give each other information and assistance.  This often helps “fine tune” the plans of immigrants 
and Canadian businesses alike to help maximize the chances of success. 

On the spot deals and information are obtained as to what to do to get the product 

suitable. 

Challenges were seen by partners, who noted that the demand from SMEs is low at the moment, as 
globalization pressures and the high Canadian dollar tend to make large firms much more competitive than 
SMEs in export markets, and these large firms also have the most internal expertise to deal with these 
pressures. Some partners saw this reflected in gradually decreasing SME outputs (e.g., SME sawmill 
productivity was said to be declining).  It was felt that WD and the BC government need to explicitly address 
how SMEs will handle emerging market changes and pressures, and find appropriate tools to help them serve 
crucial export business. GTA was seen as an example of a workable and accessible tool in this regard.  

3.2 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF PROGRAM 

3.2.1 VIEWS OF GTA MEMBERS 

The key strengths of the program were seen by GTA members (and external volunteers) to be: 

• Helping new immigrants enter into a new community, providing general knowledge, language 
assistance, etc., in a patient and warm-hearted manner.  The kindness and trustworthiness of GTA staff 
were frequently mentioned. 
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• Providing easy, highly-accessible, quick, brief and low-cost important business information, and 
providing this assistance essentially as a public good to SMEs, rather than a commercial fee-for-
service. 

• Helping interpret the different business cultures in the two countries; 

• Helping find the right business partners for international trade; 

• Being able to satisfy a wide variety of immigrant and BC company needs, in all sectors (from coal and 
coke, to value-added wood products, to clothing); 

Weaknesses were mainly seen as related to insufficient resources: 

• More staff and more experts are required. 

• The database of contacts, organizations, firms, markets, etc. needs expansion. 

• More shows, seminars, presentations, and trade missions (at a larger scale, and in more locations) are 
needed. 

• More effort needs to be made to link up members. 

• The government should pay more for the trade missions to China. 

 GTA should set up more meetings between members and industry or owners of Canadian 

business so we can directly talk to them.  

It was also noted that building business relationships in Canada takes considerably longer than in 
China.  As a result, many deals have to start much smaller than the immigrants expect.  However, this 
is expected to ramp up in future. 

Now it’s the smaller deals, but in future it will be larger deals.  Too many people hope to make 

multimillion dollar deals without having built up trust first 

The point was also made that the focus on start-ups means lots of “hand-holding” by GTA.  Although 
this is in the best interests of many new immigrants, it is time-consuming and limits the ability of GTA 
to provide more services. 

3.2.2 VIEWS OF PARTNERS 

The views of partners generally echoed those of the GTA members, with the main strengths seen as:  

• GTA helps immigrants gather knowledge about how to do business in Canada.  The staff are “business 
interpreters”, who speak both languages and understand the different cultures. It was noted that the 
nuances and subtleties and ways of doing business are simply different in the two countries, as are 
ways of negotiating and discussing issues.  

They really understand where Canadians are coming from and understand where the 

Chinese are coming from, and tell both of them what they need to do to conduct 

business effectively in a way that they can understand it. 

• Its focus on SMEs is considered unique.  One partner commented that a delegation from the 
Netherlands visited to learn how to assist SMEs, and they were put in touch with S.U.C.C.E.S.S. to 
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learn how to do so. She commented that no other country has a program like this.  [The study team did 
not attempt to verify this.] 

• The trade missions to China were seen by two of the partners7 as having realistic goals, and they were 
impressed by the variety of regions visited and the program’s ability to put them on for relatively little 
cost to SMEs. These partners believed that exposing Canadian companies to China who hadn’t been 
there before (and to what strategy was necessary to deal with both the huge Chinese market 
opportunity, and the future huge Chinese competitive manufacturing threat) was an extremely valuable 
market niche for GTA.  

Every manufacturer should take one of these trips and see what’s going on [in China]. 

• It has better ability to serve rural BC than many other organizations. (See section 4.3). 

• The GTA staff are very conscientious, and genuinely want to help the immigrants. 

• There is critical mass, with its 3,000 members being a big strength of the program. 

• GTA deals with a wide diversity of products, rather than specializing in a few sectors. 

• Although it specializes in Chinese markets, deals are being made in a wide diversity  places – Japan , 
Taiwan, Mexico, etc.   

As for the GTA members, most weaknesses were seen by partners to be related to insufficient resources: 

• The program is chronically understaffed, and the diversity of activities ends up being a weakness 
because the program can’t focus in a few areas. 

They’re stretched like rubber bands  

They’re victims of their own success. 

• Can they expand even further to rural BC, and especially other provinces with their limited resources? 

• GTA needs a more useful and accessible data base.   

• It is difficult for Canadian SMEs to go to China on trade missions, as the proprietors cannot afford to 
leave their businesses for two weeks.  Bringing trade and investment opportunities to Canada is a way 
around this problem. 

• Some partners believed that the BC and Vancouver governments were not sufficiently supportive. (It 
was believed that the Chinese government was far more supportive, as were the Canadian prairie 
provinces.)  

Four other issues were mentioned, related not only to resources but also to mandate and policy.  

Analytical support. GTA helps connect suppliers, customers, and middlemen, but some partners believed it 
could do more to identify the best individuals and organizations (i.e., an “A-team” of middlemen, logistical 
support organizations, etc.), so that SMEs don’t have to try to do this on their own with their limited resources 

                                                      

7 The other two saw them as “works in progress”, 
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and knowledge. [The study team notes that several of the case study respondents specifically noted that GTA 
has helped them “vet” potential contacts, so more of this may be happening than the partners realize.  However, 
doing so more strongly would clearly move GTA out of a strictly facilitation role, and could easily create 
some conflicts of interest.]  . 

SMEs vs. large business.  GTA serves the SME community, and especially start-ups.  Although this fits well 
with WD’s mandate, it was noted by several respondents that the really large economic opportunities lie with 
large or very large Canadian firms.  In addition, Canadian medium and large businesses prefer to deal with 
established firms, limiting their willingness to enter into contracts with start-ups with no track record.  This 
will inevitably slow the pace of GTA-facilitated deal-making.  More linkages to large business would be 
preferred by some partners.  The study team notes, however, that the program’s wide range of services, to a 
wide range of customers, provides their own benefits, both economic and social.  Narrowing this focus would 
undoubtedly diminish these benefits.  

Database.  Both GTA members and some partners commented that it is difficult to gain access to GTA’s 
database of members, manufacturers, suppliers, and customers.  This made it difficult for members and 
partners alike to identify possible matches between Asian business people and BC firms, and in some cases to 
foster effective collaboration between GTA and the partner organizations.  The study team notes that this 
database is one of GTA’s competitive advantages, and there is no onus of the program to share it with 
organizations that do not contribute to its operating costs.  However, the database could clearly be more 
effectively organized for use by S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 

Lower Mainland vs. rural areas.  Canadian firms in the Lower Mainland have access to many services, trade 
and sector-based organizations, and therefore have less need for GTA than firms in rural areas.  Thus more of 
GTA’s prime target group is outside the area in which it is based, although its outreach in rural areas is seen to 
be surprisingly good (see section 4.3).  

3.3 ACHIEVING OUTPUTS  

3.3.1 NATURE OF OUTPUTS 

As of September, 2006, GTA had a membership of more than 1,000 Chinese Canadian exporters and had 
achieved the following over Phases I and II8: 

• offered more than 60 seminars, where the exporters and Canadian suppliers met to network to develop 
export opportunities.  

• organized five trade missions to China, which provided first hand business and market information to 
Canadian businesses; another mission will be organized in June 2007. 

• presented three Showcases of Canadian Exporters to promote Canadian products and suppliers to the 
Chinese Canadian business community; the success of these was such that, with the support of 
sponsors, GTA and CME are now working as partners to host an Asian Pacific Investment Forum and 
had submitted proposals to various government departments for an early 2007 event. 

                                                      

8 Section 3.3.1 was adapted from: BRIEFING NOTE FOR GATEWAY TO ASIA PROJECT, Prepared by S.U.C.C.E.S.S., 

September, 2006. 
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• assisted over 400 Canadian companies to connect with China and Chinese Canadian traders. [We did 
not attempt to verify this number within this study.] 

The Annual Members meeting is also considered to be a major networking event for Canadian suppliers to 
meet with the GTA members for export opportunities. 

3.3.2 SUCCESS OF OUTPUTS 

Both GTA members and partners were quite satisfied with most of these activities and outputs, with our 
respondents rating them as shown in Exhibit 3.1.  (The GTA members represent, of course, a very small 
sample, in particular being a sample of the most successful entrepreneurs, rather than GTA members overall9.)  

 

Exhibit 3.1 – Satisfaction with Outputs 

 GTA members (n = 10) Partners (n = 4) 

 # rating as 
excellent or 
very good* 

# rating as 
good* 

# rating as 
excellent or 
very good* 

# rating as 
good* 

# rating 
as 

medium* 

Outreach to immigrants 2 4 2 - - 

Outreach to BC businesses 4 4 - - 4 

Outreach to other provinces (Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, and Manitoba)  

4 3 4 (“given 
resources”) 

- - 

Seminars and product shows 5 2 - 3 1 

Business matching events (e.g., East 
Meets West) 

6 1 - 3 1 

BC trade missions 6 2 1 - 1 

Trade missions to China  2 2 2 - 2 

* Not all respondents commented on all items.  There were no ratings lower than those shown. 

 

GTA members commented: 

The trade missions opened my eyes to what and where else there were opportunities. 

These were very helpful activities for me to find information. 

                                                      

9 For a somewhat bigger sample, see the two SFU evaluation reports.  These also show relatively high levels of satisfaction 
among GTA members. 
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It’s a major job they do – Good! 

The partners commented that GTA advertised and networked well to immigrants, and that their clients 
reported being satisfied.   

Good attendance, good buzz, good interest 

Some partners commented that GTA events had “good, but not great” attendance, and that the very diverse 
areas and needs being served was unintentionally diluting focus.   

 

3.4 EFFECTIVENESS IN ACHIEVING OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS 

The activities and outputs discussed above have resulted in a number of new ventures.  These are discussed in 
more detail in section 6.  Here we note that the GTA respondents were very positive about the impacts of these 
outputs.  Respondents also noted that the contacts, connections, and deals were not restricted to China; a few 
deals had been made in other countries around the world  

I couldn’t do business without GTA. 

It’s very good for Canadian businesses  

It’s good especially for new immigrants who don’t know which way to go.  We arrived ten 

years ago, and it’s now much better and easier, we now have many ways to make contacts. If 

you don’t have help it’s much more difficult. 

Before GTA no one came to Canada because the reputation was that it was a very hard place 

to find a job or set up business.  Now immigrants can see that they have opportunities in 

Canada.  And the opportunity to develop business is very important information to provide to 

China.  Now it is way better because of GTA. 

We note that the last comment, although impossible to verify in this study, is an interesting view of 
how Canada is perceived by some Chinese would-be immigrants. 

3.5 SATISFACTION WITH PROGRAM 

3.5.1 VIEWS OF GTA MEMBERS 

The GTA members contacted during the case studies were highly satisfied with the program, with seven of the 
nine respondents who commented rating the program as “very important” to them, and the remaining two 
rating it as “important”10.  Several respondents noted that its support was “critical” or “invaluable” to them.  
Typical comments were: 

                                                      

10 None of the GTA respondents was dissatisfied.  In fact, the most satisfied respondent was “1,000% satisfied”, while the least 
satisfied was “85% satisfied” (these ratings being made spontaneously.) 
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They provided the greatest support.  Our success is critically due to GTA.  They had a major 

role in our expansion. 

Staff are committed to excellent service. 

Very professional and nice. 

Wonderful program. 

3.5.2 VIEWS OF PARTNERS 

The four partners interviewed noted the program was doing a “fairly/quite/pretty/reasonably good” job, and 
noted that their clients have reported being very satisfied with GTA events. Their concerns have already been 
noted in section 3.2.2. 
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4 FINDINGS RELATED TO INTERNAL 

MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING 
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4 FINDINGS RELATED TO INTERNAL MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING 

 

4.1 ABILITY TO MEASURE AND REPORT ON RESULTS 

Although a number of documents are available that describe GTA activities, the study team noted that it was 
somewhat difficult to find information on the GTA website, which would be the normal means of accessing 
information for the public.  

Documenting and reporting on concrete outcomes was found by the study team to be weak: in particular, it 
proved quite difficult to identify the “big winner” cases discussed in section 6.  Different sources provide 
widely varying estimates of the number and dollar value of deals facilitated by the program, to the extent that 
they are not useful for monitoring or evaluation purposes.  Identifying these deals through personal contact 
with GTA staff, partners, and volunteers who work with GTA also proved to be considerably more difficult 
than anticipated.   

Overall, it appears that: 

• GTA does not have a good system for tracking the occurrence of deal-making, the nature of these 
deals, or their impacts (e.g., dollar values).  This is partially, of course, because GTA’s main function 
is to put manufacturers, suppliers, customers, and middlemen together, rather than negotiate and/or 
broker the deals themselves.  Thus GTA steps out at roughly the point where this information would 
become available. 

• Some significant deals may be made by members who have had very little interaction with GTA (but 
who have still benefited from its activities), and thus are simply not known to its staff. 

• There was considerable reluctance on the part of a number of individuals to discuss any details of these 
deals, especially financial ones.  This was said (again, by several people) to be partially due to a 
cultural preference for confidentiality.  It was probably partially because the study team did not have 
the time to build sufficient trust with these individuals.  (Business case analyses are often conducted 
within much larger studies, which give the study team much more opportunity to build this trust.) 

These points are not unique to GTA (many other government programs face similar difficulties in tracking 
impacts), but they were more pointed here than in almost all other projects the study team has been involved 
with.   They significantly limit the ability of GTA to demonstrate its success on the business front.  

4.2 EFFECTIVENESS OF MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS SYSTEMS 

Detailed analysis of management and operations systems was not conducted in this study; instead, 
considerable effort was put into the business case analysis.  However, no significant problems were noted by 
any respondent other than issues already mentioned (i.e., resources, database, website), and the staff were 
highly complimented for their competence and dedication. 
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4.3 ABILITY TO SERVE AREAS OUTSIDE THE LOWER MAINLAND 

As of September, 2006, GTA has expanded their service beyond the Lower Mainland and had visited Victoria, 
Nanaimo, Okanagan, Northern BC, Edmonton, and Winnipeg to involved suppliers in those communities. In 
November 2004, a Gateway to Asia representative office was established in Edmonton. Gateway to Asia has 
plans to expand the services to cover the four Western provinces and plans to setup representative offices in 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba to invite companies in the western provinces to participate in GTA activities11.  

The partners found that GTA was surprisingly capable in serving BC areas outside the Lower Mainland. 

They do very well in terms of assuring their product is accessible.  The accessibility of the 

program [in our area]is superb! 

They put my organization to shame.  They have done very well in Nanaimo, Victoria, Prince 

Rupert, an Northern BC. 

I believe they do well in Alberta, but probably not much in Saskatchewan, and little or none to 

date in Manitoba. 

Nonetheless, concerns were expressed by partner organizations about the sufficiency of resources to handle 
this expansion.  As noted earlier, SMEs in the Lower Mainland may have somewhat less need of GTA services, 
and it was noted that there was some tendency for participants in GTA events to be from outside this area. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

11 This paragraph adapted from BRIEFING NOTE FOR GATEWAY TO ASIA PROJECT, Prepared by S.U.C.C.E.S.S., 
September, 2006. 
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5 FINDINGS RELATED TO PROJECT RELEVANCE 

5.1 COST EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROGRAM 

Financial impacts are discussed in detail in section 6.  The partners were asked about this issue from the 
perspective of knowing how other organizations attempt to serve immigrant and SME needs. 

Very good! 

Good money managers! 

One partner noted that the large proliferation of business associations in BC spreads the available resources 
extremely thinly across the province.  S.U.C.C.E.S.S. was viewed as one of the few groups with the financial 
clout to be able to cost effectively deliver programs across a broad region, with GTA being able to lever off 
that established social infrastructure to deliver their programs.   

5.2 OVERLAP, DUPLICATION, AND SYNERGY  

5.2.1 VIEWS OF GTA MEMBERS 

It was noted that there is synergy with at least one other government program, the Provincial Nominee 
Program (PNP), which was an important element of some deals.  However, of the ten GTA members 
who commented on this issue, seven had never accessed any other programs.  Two of the others noted 
they occasionally used some small and much more specialized programs – but that GTA gave them 
most of what they needed.  It was also noted that other programs have far fewer events (2 – 3 a year) 
and only occasional meetings, whereas GTA brings in customers on a regular basis.  

GTA is an excellent non- official, non-profit organization that we have never had before in 
Canada. 

5.2.2 VIEWS OF THE PARTNERS 

The partners were unanimous in saying that there was no overlap of GTA with any of their programs.  
Rather, there was great synergy and complementarity.  The Canada China Business Council, for 
example, has members with existing businesses in China, and can help GTA members with their start-
ups, while GTA provides the CCBC members with a tremendous amount of information through its 
various programs and events.  There were also synergies between GTA and CME – CME has 
manufacturers seeking partners, while GTA has the partners seeking manufacturers.  (As noted earlier, 
CME members tend to be companies with $3 to $50 million in annual sales, while GTA tends to focus 
on start-ups.)   

We co-exist very harmoniously – no overlap, no conflict whatsoever. 

We help each other a lot. 
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However, one partner noted that GTA must compete with other immigrant support programs, as well as the 
many other bilateral trade associations (said to number about 160 in BC), for limited resources of volunteers 
and funds.  This means it is sometimes hard to get other programs  to collaborate, and there is a limited group 
of business people to spread over all programs.   

 

5.3 ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS FOR DELIVERY OF SERVICE 

No alternative program designs were suggested by any respondent that alternative organizations that provided 
the activities, usefulness, or scope of GTA.  The study team assesses the basic model as very sound, based on 
the match of the needs of immigrants and SMEs against the types of services offered, as well as the positive 
business case analysis discussed in section 6.  
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6 FINDINGS RELATED TO THE GTA BUSINESS CASE 

 

6.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

In sum, the program is cost effective, with the business case analysis showing that the program’s net benefits 
exceed its direct costs to WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S.  

6.2 INTRODUCTION 

Ten individual case studies, plus one aggregate case study, were completed.  These were all of the “big 
winner” type discussed in section 2. Focusing on the largest deals is an efficient way of investigating GTA’s 
business impacts, since typically the lion’s share of commercial benefits arise from a relatively small number 
of deals and companies. (And indeed this proved to be the case here.) We believe that these cases likely 
represent a significant proportion of the largest deals to date (although see below), and that could be 
investigated within the study’s resources and time frame. The information is of good quality and defensible. 

We had originally hoped to build upon a solid base of evidence about export sales from existing surveys and 
studies, adding “new” deals and sales revenues as appropriate.  However, although a variety of documents cite 
export sales due to GTA, the size of this estimate varies considerably, from about $3M12 to about $25M13, and 
it is unclear which estimates can be trusted or how they were derived.  Thus we took the approach of “starting 
from scratch”.   

6.3 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

6.3.1 DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL CASES 

The financial investigation in the individual case studies14 asked about the following15: 

• The nature of the deals made or in negotiation; 

• GTA’s role in identifying the potential deal, putting partners together, providing business assistance, 
etc., and what would have happened if GTA had not been available (i.e., attribution and 
incrementality); 

• The estimated gross revenues already in place, and/or estimated for the future; 

                                                      

12 The GTA Proposal, 2004-2007. 

13 In the GTA Briefing Note. 

14 We were only able to obtain quantitative information for nine of these case studies at the time this report was written. 

15 In addition to qualitative questions related to other issues such as satisfaction with GTA, suggestions for improvements, etc. 
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• The estimated marginal profit rate; and 

• Any other financial impacts, such as investments made in BC firms.  

6.3.2 AGGREGATE INFORMATION FROM EXPORT NORTH 

There were some deals known to Export North where the information was considered too confidential to 
contact the firms directly.  Therefore Export North provided aggregate gross sales revenue data from 20 firms 
obtained through their confidential 2005 survey.  Since individual profit margins were not available, we 
assumed a 10% profit margin as reflective of manufacturing firms as a whole. Unfortunately similar survey 
data are not available for other years, and thus we assumed identical sales volumes for 2006 - 2009.  (This will 
overestimate revenues for firms doing a “one-time only” deal, but underestimate revenues for firms which will 
expand their Chinese export markets.)   

6.4 NATURE OF DEALS 

It was found that a variety of business deals have been made by GTA members, including: 

• Acting as “middlemen16” in putting BC manufacturers together with Chinese customers; 

• Setting up their own import/export and/or manufacturing business which sold products and services to 
Chinese customers; 

• Helping BC firms find Chinese investors for their businesses; 

• Helping BC firms (including their own) find sources of lower-cost Chinese products and services for 
their manufacturing business; and 

• Shipping raw materials to China to be made into supplies for assembly or finishing by their 
manufacturing firm in BC. 

In several cases some or all of these features were present, so that a BC firm might have obtained capital from 
Chinese investors that allowed them to expand their manufacturing business, contacts from the GTA 
middleman that allowed the firm to identify new markets in China, and lower-cost parts from Chinese 
suppliers that allowed the firm to lower its product costs, increase their market, and increase their profit 
margin.   

6.5 ANALYTIC METHOD 

6.5.1 METHODS 

The analysis: 

• Estimated the gross annual sales and/or cost savings of each “big winner” project;  

                                                      

16 Some, of course, are women! 
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• Estimated the net annual benefits (i.e., gross value times marginal profit rate) of each big winner 
project; i.e., at the individual firm level; 

• Summed these gross and net benefits, by year, for the entire set of big winner projects; and 

• Compared this to the total cost of the GTA program, to arrive at an approximate net benefit figure for 
Canada.  

In this relatively simple analysis we  did not entertain complexities such as the effects of inflation or 
discounting.  We also did not attempt to estimate the economic value of time put in by any S.U.C.C.E.S.S 
volunteers or the internal costs to WD (staffing, overhead, etc.)17.  The intent was only to see if GTA benefits 
are in the “ballpark” of its costs.  

6.5.2 ASSUMPTIONS 

Actual sales figures were used for deals made to date (i.e., from the time the respondent became involved with 
GTA, through end-2006).  Only deals that were clearly facilitated by GTA were included in the estimates18.  
Where ranges were given for a given firm’s profit margins (e.g., 5 – 10%), we normally used the average (i.e., 
7.5%).  In some cases it was noted that there was little or no profit in the early years of the deal; this was 
modeled in our analysis. If more than one deal for a given firm had been facilitated by GTA, we included all 
deals.  We did not attempt to assess the financial impact of investments that have been made by Chinese 
investors in Canadian firms.  Where cost savings were obtained because of the deal, these were included as 
benefits. 

Several respondents assumed sales would continue into the future (in a couple of cases for up to 10 years), and 
provided estimates of these future sales.  We included estimates of these future sales only for the next three 
years (i.e., 2007 – 2009). Where a range was given (e.g., 10 – 20% increase per year), we normally used the 
lower bound (i.e., 10%).  There was one case where the respondent had a very ambitious business plan for the 
next 10 years; although there were reasons to think this optimism was not misplaced, we nonetheless reduced 
the estimated future gross sales revenues to about 25% of the figure quoted.  Where there was uncertainty 
about the ability to make future sales, we assumed zero sales.   

Where GTA members were involved in “middlemen” deals, we did not include the profit made by the 
middlemen in the deals, as these were assumed to be costs to the BC businesses19.   

6.6 REPORTING IN AGGREGATE ONLY 

All of the firms contacted were willing to provide us with sales and profit information only on this assurance 
that results would only be reported in aggregate.  Thus we do not report which firms were contacted, or any 
data about individual deals and/or firms.  

                                                      

17 Such analyses are very rarely done for government programs unless there is reason to think the internal costs are high 
compared to the direct costs of grants and contributions. 

18 No attempt was made to attribute some proportion of the sales to GTA vs. other factors; see the discussion in section 6.6.4. 

19 Some of these costs might have been borne by Chinese firms, so this is a conservative assumption. 
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6.7 RESULTS OF THE BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS 

6.7.1 GROSS AND NET BENEFITS 

Exhibit 6.1 shows the firm-level gross and net benefits studied in the business case analysis.  Note that these 
figure are only for the case study firms, not for all firms assisted through GTA. 

 

Exhibit 6.1 – Aggregate Benefits to Case Study Firms ($ Millions)* 

 Gross Benefits Net Benefits 

 Through 
2006 

Est. 2007 – 
2009 

Total 
through 

2009 

Through 
2006 

Est. 2007 – 
2009 

Total 
through 

2009 

All cases 54 95 149 2.4 12.1 14.5 

Excluding aggregate data from 
Export North [see text] 

53 92 145 2.3 11.8 14.1 

Risk analysis – Excluding aggregate 
data from Export North, & two 
“biggest big winners” [see text] 

44 48 92 2.3 3.7 6.0 

* No adjustments were made for inflation and/or discounting 

 

6.7.2 RISK ANALYSIS 

The aggregate data from Export North affect our total net benefits figures by 3 – 9%, depending on year, and 
thus could be excluded without significantly affecting the results if it is felt they are not sufficiently reliable. 
Exhibit 6.1 shows the effect of not including these data. 

There were two “biggest big winner” cases that together accounted for nearly 70% of the estimated future 
benefits20.  Thus there is a risk that, if these projects do not succeed, the total figures will be affected 
significantly – this risk is shown in the last row of Exhibit 6.1 by modeling the impact if these two projects 
failed entirely (which we consider quite unlikely, as both have been reasonably successful to date21).  

6.7.3 COMPARISON TO PROGRAM COSTS – NET BENEFITS TO CANADA 

The net benefits for Canada are defined as: 

                                                      

20 This is an entirely common finding in such analyses. 

21 And one of these cases involved two separate deals, so that it is unlikely that both will fail entirely. 
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• The net benefits for the Canadian case study firms, minus the costs of delivering the program (i.e., 
program funding from WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S) in Phase I and Phase II22. 

 

Total GTA program costs for Phases I and II are shown below23: 

WD $      847,461  

SUCCESS 
(direct to GTA)  $   1,410,000  

TOTAL  $  1,157,461 

 

Thus net benefits are shown in Exhibit 6.2. 

 

Exhibit 6.2 – Net Benefits to Canada from Case Study Projects ($ Millions) 

 Through 2006 Total through 2009 

All cases 0.20 12.2 

Excluding aggregate data from Export 
North 

0.06 11.8 

Risk analysis – Excluding aggregate data 
from Export North, &  two “biggest big 
winners” 

0.06 3.7 

 

The net benefits to Canada from the case study deals made to date therefore roughly “break even” when 
compared to the total direct costs to WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S in Phases I and II.  This is not unexpected, and 
reflects the fact that many of these deals are expected to ramp up in size in future, and to enjoy higher profit 
margins as well.  If the benefits to the case study firms are estimated through 2009, then the program overall 
“makes money” – with aggregate benefits of at least $3.7 million (under the highest risk assumptions), and up 

                                                      

22 To this figure could be added GTA’s cost recovery from membership fees and trade mission fees, but these are relatively 
small. 

23 Source: WD PowerPoint presentation, S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Senior Management Meeting, September 2006. Note that additional 
WD funding through project #5979 was provided for the period April 1, 2006 through March 31, 2009 (though funding for the 
second and third years was made conditional on achieving success in the first year).  We have not included any portion of this 
WD funding (or the contribution made by S.U.C.C.E.S.S, or the BC government) over this period in our cost figures, as all 
GTA members contacted in the case studies had initiated their deals prior to this period, and the study team did not believe that 
this Phase III funding contributed significantly to the case study impacts. 
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to roughly $12 million, higher than the total costs to government, S.U.C.C.E.S.S., and the private sector 
combined, depending on the risk analysis assumptions.   

There will also be Canadian job creation associated with these deals, although this was not estimated. 

Note that this analysis is conservative for three main reasons: 

• The estimated future benefits from some of the most optimistic case study firms were downgraded in 
our analysis (to only 25% of the estimate supplied by the respondent in the largest case). 

• There will likely be benefits past 2009 for several of these “big winner” projects, and these benefits 
have not been modeled.  We note that some respondents had very ambitious 10-year plans.  

• There are certainly additional benefits from other deals not investigated in this analysis.  For example, 
GTA survey information mentions numerous other smaller deals made with GTA assistance that were 
not included in the case study analysis.  In addition, several study respondents knew of significant 
deals, but for a variety of reasons we were not able to estimate their value (mainly because they were 
too confidential or the key respondents were out of the country)24.  There are undoubtedly other deals 
which our respondents didn’t know about at all.  

6.7.4 INCREMENTALITY AND ATTRIBUTION 

About half of the GTA members contacted in the case studies noted that, without the program, their deals 
probably wouldn’t have happened at all, either because of not having made the right connections, not having 
seen opportunities, or because they would not have had the confidence or necessary knowledge.  Some 
respondents noted that the deals would have taken longer to make, or would have been made with smaller 
firms or with fewer customers (i.e., with lower sales).  It was noted that support from the Chinese government 
would have been lower without GTA.   

We did not attempt to quantify the attribution of these gross and net benefits to GTA25.  Although in every 
case GTA was cited as having had a substantial impact in achieving these benefits, the GTA members 
themselves were very active in business development, and in some cases other government programs (e.g., the 
Provincial Nominee Program; PNP) were also influential.  Although it is not possible to quantify the 
proportion of the benefits due to GTA alone, we can ask the related question:  

                                                      

24 For example, in one case we know of a $2M deal but were not able to confirm it directly with the firm; this deal is not 
included in the analysis. 

25 Although this is occasionally attempted in such analyses, in practice it is virtually impossible to justify unless one can argue 
that a specific component of the benefits (say, the sales in one specific market, or the specific value added to a particular 
product) are due to the program alone.  In the case of GTA, respondents typically mentioned that they would have missed the 
chance to make connections, would have been slower to identify and screen potential customers and suppliers, or would not 
have understood the Canadian business and regulatory system, etc., but quantifying these impacts was impossible.  It was 
specifically noted, however, that two of the largest deals would not have happened without GTA’s assistance, and several other 
deals would have significantly been delayed, or possibly would not have happened at all.  
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“What proportion of the benefits would have to be attributable to GTA alone in order to cover 

the direct costs of the program?” 

The results are shown in Exhibit 6.3, for the “all cases” scenario. 

 

Exhibit 6.3 – GTA Attribution to Cover Direct Program Costs  

Proportion of “All cases” net benefits to Canada (2002 – 2009) that must be attributed to 
GTA in order to cover the direct costs to WD alone 

7% 

Proportion of “All cases” net benefits to Canada (2002 – 2009) that must be attributed to 
GTA in order to cover direct costs to WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S. combined 

23% 

 

That is, if GTA is responsible for 7% or more of the net Canadian benefits to date, it would cover all of WD’s 
direct program costs.  If GTA is responsible for 23% or more of the net benefits to date, it would cover the 
combined direct program costs of WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S.  Given the discussion elsewhere in this report 
regarding the perceived value of GTA services, the study team believes that attribution of benefits to GTA is 
likely to be at least this high. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1   CONCLUSIONS 

7.1.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

GTA clearly serves a need both in the new Chinese immigrant community and in the western Canadian SME 
economic development sphere.  For immigrants, the program is highly accessible and provides a solid base of 
information, knowledge, and support in helping immigrants adapt to the Canadian business environment and 
culture.  This includes many activities related to networking and making connections with potential suppliers 
and customers.  It also includes provision of advice related to practical matters such as regulatory requirements, 
taxation, shipping, etc.  For SMEs, it provides an entryway into Chinese markets, both through the immigrants 
themselves and through other connections made directly with Chinese firms and local governments.   

This has resulted in commercial benefits of several types, including (but not limited to) investments being 
made in Canadian firms by foreign businesspeople, export deals involving Canadian firms aided by GTA 
members acting as middlemen, start-up manufacturing and import/export firms being created by GTA 
members, and links of Canadian firms to providers of lower-cost supplies abroad.  Most of these involve 
opportunities in China, but some are in other countries as well.   

All of GTA members, volunteers, and partner organizations rate GTA highly in these regards, and the 
competence, dedication, and kindness of the program’s staff were frequently mentioned. The program’s focus 
on SMEs, and its provision of services at very low cost (essentially as a public good) form a unique program 
niche. 

The end result of these services and commercial activities has been the creation of net Canadian economic 
benefits that are at least equal to the direct costs to WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S. in running the program over 
Phases I and II.  In other words, the program “makes money” for Canada overall, and provides value for 
money for WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S.   

7.1.2 CHALLENGES 

The program’s resources are limited, partially because it attempts to be all things to all people across a wide 
region, and also because the community it serves needs considerable personal attention.  While the program 
has made great progress in serving rural BC needs, and is making inroads into the other western Canadian 
provinces, “the rubber band is tightly stretched”.  GTA’s database is not as accessible and useful to either 
GTA members or partners as it could be.  Related to this, there appears to be a need for more “business 
intelligence” function being available to GTA members to help assess the suitability of partners, the 
opportunities afforded by various markets, etc.  Although GTA conducts a limited amount of activity in this 
area, it is clearly outside its main mandate.  

7.1.3 INCIDENTAL FINDINGS 

The study also obtained incidental information on two other matters that should be mentioned for the sake of 
completeness.  First, some respondents mentioned the pressures of globalization on SMEs.  These are well 
outside GTA’s direct influence, but will affect GTA’s achievements.  Related to this it was noted that, while 
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services to SMEs fall within WD’s and GTA’s mandates, the greatest business opportunities with China may 
lie with much larger firms.  It was suggested that a broader and more integrated government approach is 
needed to addressing the opportunities and threats represented by the emerging Chinese market.  Within this, 
the GTA model may serve as a valuable element.  (Some respondents would prefer that GTA directly assist 
large Canadian firms, in addition to SMEs.  However, the study team believes that this would likely pose a 
danger to its ability to deliver appropriate services to its current clientele26.)  

A second matter was noted: There has been concern expressed in various WD documents that GTA has not 
been very successful in weaning itself from WD funding.  Without considering this in detail, we note that a 
mechanism through which GTA could recover costs is far from obvious.  (It does not now, for example, 
provide any contributions to GTA members or Canadian firms.  In other WD programs, the provision of 
repayable contributions allows at least the possibility of becoming nearly self-sustaining.)  Thus if an implicit 
goal of the program is to become self-sufficient (it does not appear to be an explicit goal), consideration should 
be made in the near future as to realistic mechanisms through which this might occur.  Alternately, it should be 
accepted that economic returns to Canada will occur through the benefits obtained by SMEs assisted by GTA, 
rather than through the program’s cost recovery.  

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Improve the database, and make it more accessible to S.U.C.C.E.S.S.  The database of GTA members, 
Canadian firms, and Chinese opportunities is a highly-valuable resource for GTA, its members, and partner 
organizations. It is reportedly not currently nearly as useful as it could be for tracking the numbers of clients 
accessing services, contacts among GTA members and firms, etc.  It was outside the mandate of this study to 
investigate this topic in detail, and thus the specific issues and problems related to the database are not known, 
but there is clearly room for improvement.  For example, the database comprises some of GTA’s competitive 
advantage but there may be opportunities for sharing with other organizations under some partnership 
arrangement.  

Improve tracking of financial impacts.  It was very difficult to identify and track financial benefits arising 
from GTA activities and the deals it has facilitated.  Simply identifying the appropriate individuals to contact 
was quite challenging.  To some degree this is because the deals are either confidential or are simply not 
known to GTA, and these are common problems in other similar programs.  However, part of the problem 
appeared to be that there is no management system that attempts to track these impacts.  Having such a system 
(there are several ways of going about it) would have several benefits.  It would facilitate GTA’s ability to 
gain the trust of businesspeople (who could be assured that they would receive some benefits from 
participation); it would assist GTA in knowing what worked and what didn’t; it would help government and 

                                                      

26 GTA’s objectives are business-oriented, which is consistent with WD’s business-based approach to its support programs.  
However, implicit within GTA’s goals – and those of S.U.C.C.E.S.S – are that these organizations intend to help new 
immigrants adapt to, and be successful in, Canadian society and business.  In other words, there are social goals as well as 
business ones, and business and social objectives are not necessarily always compatible.  In a “business first” scenario, one 
might focus mainly on “big winner” entrepreneurs, companies, and export opportunities ( i.e., those likely to generate the most 
profit), to the relative exclusion of those which are unlikely to be major players.  Alternately, in a “social development” 
scenario, one would likely treat all entrepreneurs, companies, and export opportunities in a much more egalitarian manner, 
irrespective of their profit-making potential.  GTA clearly works – and works well – within a mixed model. 
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S.U.C.C.E.S.S. know whether their investments were worthwhile; and it would reduce pressures for GTA to 
obtain cost recovery and/or leveraging of non-government funding. 

Conduct a review of resources required.  Although this study did not conduct a detailed resource review, 
many respondents commented that the resources and staff were being stretched too thin for the number of 
activities undertaken, especially given the large region and number of sectors GTA is attempting to cover.  A 
detailed review of resource requirements would allow GTA and WD to set realistic goals for the program.  
This review could incorporate the financial requirements of any additional proposed activities, such as further 
expansion into other provinces, tracking of impacts, database maintenance, provision of more business 
intelligence functions, etc.  It would also provide a realistic assessment of the possibility of GTA becoming 
self-sustaining.  
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Interview Guide for GTA Case StudyInterview Guide for GTA Case StudyInterview Guide for GTA Case StudyInterview Guide for GTA Case Study    

会谈指引会谈指引会谈指引会谈指引----《《《《亚洲出口之门亚洲出口之门亚洲出口之门亚洲出口之门》》》》个案探讨个案探讨个案探讨个案探讨    

 

This interview is for the review of the Gateway to Asia (GTA) program.  All information will only be 

reported in total for all respondents – no information will be reported for individual firms or individual 

deals. 

此会谈的目的是为评估《亚洲出口之门》项目。受受受受访者提供的信息将集中使用访者提供的信息将集中使用访者提供的信息将集中使用访者提供的信息将集中使用，，，，公司或个别交易的单公司或个别交易的单公司或个别交易的单公司或个别交易的单

独信息将不会出现在报告中独信息将不会出现在报告中独信息将不会出现在报告中独信息将不会出现在报告中。。。。 

 

Name 姓名   

Organization公司  

Phone 电话  

E-mail 电子邮件  

Type of Business                      
经营业务范围 

 

 

Deal Information 

具体贸易项目 

 

1. What is your role in the business (manufacturer, supplier, middle-man)? 

您在业务中的具体角色（生产商、供应商还是中间商）？ 
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2. Any successful deals since joining Gateway to Asia? 

参加《亚洲出口之门》之后有否成功达成出口业务？ 

 

3. Do you have any deals in negotiation/in progress? 

目前有无正在谈判/进行中的出口项目？ 

 

Role of GTA 

《亚洲出口之门》所起的作用 

 

4. How was GTA involved (e.g., in identifying opportunities, putting you together with partners, 
providing business advice)?   

《亚洲出口之门》所起的作用（例如，帮助找到机会，为合作伙伴牵线搭桥，提供商业咨询意见）？ 

 

5. What would have happened if you had not been involved with GTA?  For example, would this 
deal still have been made?  Would it have happened at the same time? 

如果没有《亚洲出口之门》的帮助，那么情况会是怎样呢？例如，该项业务是否还会成功？会在同样

时间取得成功吗？ 

 

Financial Benefits 

经济上的获益 

 

6. What annual gross revenues has your firm obtained from this deal so far, by year?  (Please 
discuss how revenues were estimated.)  We will keep this information completely 
confidential, even from GTA.  

您公司从此项业务中每年获得的总收入如何？(请解释您是如何估算的)  对于您提供的数据对于您提供的数据对于您提供的数据对于您提供的数据，，，，我们将严我们将严我们将严我们将严

格保密格保密格保密格保密，，，，亦不会透露给亦不会透露给亦不会透露给亦不会透露给《《《《亚洲出口之门亚洲出口之门亚洲出口之门亚洲出口之门》。》。》。》。 

 

7.   What annual gross revenues do you expect in the future, by year?   
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您预计未来每年的总收入情况将会如何？ 

 

8.  Approximately what profit margin do you expect in this deal?  We will keep this information 
completely confidential, even from GTA.  

您预计从此业务中获得的利润率将是多少？对于您提供的数据对于您提供的数据对于您提供的数据对于您提供的数据，，，，我们将严格保密我们将严格保密我们将严格保密我们将严格保密，，，，亦不会透露给亦不会透露给亦不会透露给亦不会透露给《《《《亚亚亚亚

洲出口之门洲出口之门洲出口之门洲出口之门》。》。》。》。 

 

9. Have you made any other export deals through GTA besides this one, or do you expect to make any 
others in the future? 

您通过《亚洲出口之门》有否成功达成其他出口业务，或预计在将来成交出口贸易？ 

 

10. [Interviewer, if this was a “middleman” deal, ask what revenues were obtained by the BC 
manufacturer itself, as opposed to any revenues obtained by the middleman.  Obtain contact 
information for the manufacturer to confirm information.]  

 [采访者：如果此项业务通过中间商成交，请了解卑诗省生产商获得的收入情况，而不是中间商的获

益。请获取生产商的联络信息以加以确认。] 

 

11. Do you know any other large deals made through GTA that we should follow up on? 

您还了解其他通过《亚洲出口之门》成交的大宗业务，可让我们知道的吗？ 

 

Satisfaction with GTA 

对《亚洲出口之门》的满意程度 

 

12. How important is GTA to you?  Why? 

《亚洲出口之门》项目对您有多重要？为什么？ 

 

13. How satisfied are you overall with GTA in putting together immigrants, BC businesses, and export 
customers? 
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《亚洲出口之门》将移民、卑诗省公司和购买商联系起来，您对此作用的满意程度如何？ 

 

14. What do you see as the main strengths and weaknesses of the program? 

您认为该项目的主要优点和不足地方是什么？ 

 

15. How effective do you find its activities, such as: 

• outreach to immigrants; 

• outreach to BC businesses;. 

• outreach to other provinces (Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba) 

• seminars and product shows; 

• business matching events (e.g., East Meets West); 

• BC trade missions; 

• trade missions to China 

您认为项目的活动效果如何，活动包括： 

• 增进与移民联系的活动； 

• 增进与卑诗省公司联系的活动； 

• 增进与其他省份联系的活动（如阿尔伯达省、萨斯喀彻温省及曼尼托巴省）； 

• 讲座及产品展示； 

• 商业交流洽谈活动（例如：东汇西出口洽谈会） 

• 卑诗省贸易考察； 

• 赴中国贸易考察。 

 

16. Do you use any other programs to help you find or make export deals?  If so, which ones?  How does 
GTA compare? 

您有否接受其他项目的帮助去寻找出口机会，达成交易？如果有，是那些项目。《亚洲出口之门》与

其比较，有何不同？ 
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17. Are there any other important things we have not asked about? 

有没有其他我们未有问及的重要信息？ 

THANK YOU! 

感谢您的参与！ 
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Interview Guide for GTA PartnersInterview Guide for GTA PartnersInterview Guide for GTA PartnersInterview Guide for GTA Partners    

 

This interview is for the review of the Gateway to Asia (GTA) program.  All information will only be 

reported in total for all respondents – no information will be reported for individual firms or individual 

deals. 

 

Name  

Organization  

Phone  

E-mail  

Deal under study  

 

 

Addressing Needs 

1. Overall, does GTA serve an important need for your organization and your clients?  Why?  How 
great is the demand? 

 

7. How satisfied are you overall with GTA in putting together immigrants, BC businesses, and export 
customers? 

 

8. What do you see as the main strengths and weaknesses of the program? 

 

9. How effective do you find its activities, such as: 

• outreach to immigrants; 

• outreach to BC businesses;. 
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• outreach to other provinces (Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba) 

• seminars and product shows; 

• business matching events (e.g., East Meets West); 

• BC trade missions; 

• trade missions to China 

 

 

Program Design, Management, and Reporting 

10. Overall, do you believe the program “on the right track” in how it is approaching its mission? 

11. Do you have sufficient and accurate information on GTA’s activities and results? 

12. Do you have any information on GTA’s internal control and accountability systems? 

13. How well does GTA serve areas outside the Lower Mainland?   

 

Project Relevance 

14. Do you have any opinion on the cost effectiveness of this program? 

15. Is there any overlap of GTA with other programs, including your own?  Is there synergy? 

16. Do you have any recommendations for how the program design or delivery could be improved?  
Are there any realistic alternative options instead of GTA? 
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Important Contacts 

17. Do you know of any large deals done through GTA, either GTA members who are selling their 
own products in China, or “middlemen” who have put BC businesses in touch with Chinese 
customers? Can you: 

• Give us ideas for who to contact, and what deals to ask about?  OR 

• If you have information about deals made, but you don’t think the principals involved would be 
comfortable talking to us, can you discuss the nature and dollar value of the deals? 

 

Other 

18. Are there any other important things we have not asked about? 

 

THANK YOU! 


